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Abstract

The fluidisation and dispersion properties of various agarose-based expanded bed matrices—small high density stainless
steel cored prototypes and standard commercial types—were studied in 1-cm diameter expanded bed contactors in which
fluid entering the column base is locally stirred. In all cases, fluidisation behaviour was poorly predicted from the
Richardson–Zaki correlation, with experimentally determined values of the expansion index being considerably higher than
the theoretical values. The reasons for these discrepancies are discussed in detail and the validity of applying this widely
used correlation for characterisation of expanded bed systems is questioned. Residence time distribution studies using
acetone tracers, demonstrated that in comparison to existing commercial supports, the small pellicular prototype materials
generally possessed far superior hydrodynamic properties, which augurs well for their future employment in expanded bed
chromatographic separations. 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Conventional packed bed chromatography sup-
ports were the starting point for development of wherer is the density of the support,r is thep l

expanded bed adsorption (EBA) adsorbents, but density of the liquid,d is the support diameter,g isp

these exhibited poor fluidisation properties [1]. acceleration due to gravity andh is the solution
Fluidisation was improved by raising the terminal viscosity.
settling velocity (U ) of the support through an A distribution of support diameters in the range oft

increase in the particle diameter to 100–300mm and 100–300mm results in formation of a classified
23density to|1200 kg m [2] according to the well- fluidised bed, with the largest particles at the bottom

known Stokes equation (Eq. (1)): of the column and the smallest at the top [3,4]. In
this way axial mixing of adsorbent is reduced and
‘‘product’’-loaded matrix at the bottom does not mix
with unloaded support higher up, which would*Corresponding author. Tel.:145-4525-2706; fax:145-4588-
otherwise result in early product breakthrough during4148.
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smallest particles (of similar density) of more than affinity ligands [10] and were designed specifically
2.2 [3], or a ratio of minimum fluidising velocities for the recovery of nanoparticulate molecules [15],
greater than|2 [4] is required for a classified such as plasmid DNA, from crude feedstocks. Bind-
fluidised bed to form. In support of this Karau et al. ing capacities were significantly increased compared
[5] showed that for EBA a wide support size to conventional EBA supports, primarily as a result
distribution (120–300mm) results in less liquid of the enhanced external surface area for capture.
phase dispersion than a narrow distribution (120– The fluidisation behaviour and hydrodynamic prop-
160 or 250–300mm). erties were not examined in detail, but it was

¨Thommes [6] reviewed the hydrodynamic aspects reported that the prototypes expanded slightly more
of expanded bed adsorption and concluded that out than conventional 100–300mm EBA supports [11].

˚of the five main system parameters considered, no The EBA supports described by Palsson et al.
single one controlled the efficiency of protein ad- [13,14] were also crosslinked agarose/stainless steel
sorption, but that mass transport within the support composites containing one or more dense cores, but
plays a dominant role. The latter conclusion is were of larger size than those studied by Theodos-
consistent with Draeger and Chase’s [1] earlier siou et al. [11], although similar density (d 532–75p

23finding that in EBA the rate of protein binding to a mm or 75–180mm; r 54400 or 3300 kg m ). Ap

support is pore diffusion and film mass transfer brief hydrodynamic evaluation [13] of axial liquid
controlled. Mass transport is influenced mainly by mixing during fluidisation of the supports was com-
the effective diffusion coefficient and particle diam- pared in a later report [14] to theoretically expected

¨ ¨eter [6]. Thommes [6] proposed a number of design values and to results by Thommes et al. [16],
criteria that should lead to improved separation however fluidisation behaviour was not studied in
performance in EBA. These included a reduction in depth.
particle size to reduce the length for protein diffu- The Richardson–Zaki correlation [17] describes
sion, in conjunction with an increase in density to the effect of suspended particle concentration (i.e.,
allow the use of high flow-rates (reducing the mass voidage) on the rate of settling and allows prediction
transfer limit within the liquid film surrounding the of the liquid velocity required to produce a given
support) whilst controlling bed voidage, and a gra- degree of bed expansion during fluidisation. The
dient in support size and/or density to limit axial correlation is confined to uniformly sized, non-po-
dispersion. Support for this was found by Karau et rous, spherical particles greater than 100mm in
al. [5] who showed that reducing the diameter of a diameter with the same density. The Richardson–
DEAE-linked adsorbent did lead to improved break- Zaki correlation is, additionally, not suitable for
through capacities for BSA and that mass transfer modeling particle mixing [3]. This said, it is never-
within the liquid film surrounding the support then theless commonly employed to predict and model the
became one of the limiting factors controlling protein expansion behaviour of EBA columns used in bio-
adsorption. In addition to the mass transport benefits separations (see, for example, Refs. [1,2,6,8]) even
of small supports, the dispersion coefficient in fluid- though the model often does not agree with the
ised beds of a given voidage is generally lower for experimental results.
smaller particles [7,8], since a lower liquid velocity In this paper we describe the fluidisation and
is required than for larger faster settling supports, dispersion properties of the small, high density
which leads to less turbulence and mixing [7]. pellicular expanded bed matrices introduced by us

Recently, new types of expanded bed adsorbent previously [9–12], in a 1 cm diameter column in
have been reported [9–14] that may fulfill many of which localised stirring at the base of the contactor is
the requirements discussed above. The prototype employed to distribute the incoming fluid [18].
supports designed and employed by Theodossiou and Experimentally determined data from bed expansion
co-workers [9–12] were small (20–40mm in diam- studies were used to test the applicability of the
eter) stainless steel–agarose composites of high widely used Richardson–Zaki correlation [17] and

23density (|3700 kg m ). The supports were various- residence time distribution experiments employing
ly derivatised with anion exchangers or triple helix acetone tracer were subsequently conducted in order
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to assess the possible benefits of the new materials zone was less than 2.5 cm high; however, the column
over currently existing ones for expanded bed ad- construction prohibited measurement of mixing
sorptive separations. zones below 2.5 cm. Prior to support loading, the

column was partially filled with fluid using a Mi-
croperpex 2232 peristaltic pump (LKB, Bromma,

2 . Materials and methods Sweden). The settled bed height (H ) was determinedo

after the bed was fluidised and allowed to settle.
2 .1. Supports During bed expansion studies, water was applied to

the matrix under test at the desired rate and the bed
Prototype supports with mean diameters between was allowed to stabilise for at least 0.25 h before

32 and 38mm and particle densities of 3960–4780 measuring the expanded bed height (H ). The resi-
23kg m were composed of spherical stainless steel dence time distribution of a 0.45% (v/v) solution of

cores encased in a thin layer of cross-linked 6% acetone in water was determined using the negative
agarose. These materials were variously derivatised step input method [2,19,20] and the concentration of
with the following anion-exchange groups: diethyl- acetone in the column effluent was monitored by
aminoethyl (DEAE); dextran tentacles functionalised measuring the adsorbance at 280 nm using an on-line
with DEAE; or high-molecular mass (50 kDa) UV-1 detector (Amersham–Biosciences). The re-
polyethyleneimine (PEI), and were received as gifts sulting F-curve was then differentiated to yield the
from UpFront Chromatography (Copenhagen, Den- corresponding C-pulse curve. The first and second
mark). Commercial DEAE and PEI-linked UFC moments of the distribution were used to give the
EBA adsorbents were also received from UpFront mean and variance of the tracer, from which the
Chromatography and were composed of one or more plate number and vessel dispersion number were
glass cores incorporated within crosslinked 6% aga- determined according to the tanks-in-series and
rose beads. Diameters were in the range of|100– dispersion models.

23300 mm and densities were 1380 and 1520 kg m
for the DEAE and PEI functionalised materials, 2 .3. Analysis
respectively. The STREAMLINE� anion exchange
(DEAE and QXL) adsorbents (d 570–300mm, r 5 Support size distributions were determined byp d

231150 kg m ) employed in this study consisted of measuring the diameter of between 260 and 460
crosslinked 6% agarose beads impregnated with adsorbent particles with the aid of a Nikon Optiphot
quartz grains and were supplied by Amersham– 2 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA) fitted with
Biosciences (Uppsala, Sweden). a Kappa CF-8/1 FMC monochrome video camera

(Kappa Opto-electronics, Gleichen, Germany) in
2 .2. Operation of the EBA column conjunction with Image-Pro Plus software (version

4.1 for Windows�; Media Cybernetics, Silver
A FastLine� 10 column (UpFront Chromatog- Spring, MD, USA). The bulk densities of the sup-

raphy) with a 1 cm internal diameter and 40 cm ports were calculated by weighing a known settled
height, employing localised stirring (LS) for fluid volume (0.5 or 1 ml) of each matrix and the particle
distribution, was used. The column was placed on a densities were then estimated by assuming, from the
Heidolph MR2000 stirrer (Heidolph, Germany) random bed theory, that the voidage of a settled bed
rotating at 750 rpm, which facilitated fluid distribu- is 0.418 (see Ref. [21] and Refs. therein).
tion using a magnetic stirring bar (|0.5 cm long)
located immediately above a liquid inlet hole,|1–2
mm in diameter in the column base. This system is 3 . Theory
particularly suited to use with small supports (i.e.,
,60 mm diameter) since other EBA columns typi- 3 .1. Fluidisation
cally employ plates and meshes with|60 mm holes
for fluid distribution. In all experiments, the mixing The application of the Richardson–Zaki correla-
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tion to predictions of EBA bed expansion is made In a bed composed of supports with a range of
assuming that all the supports are of the same sizes and terminal settling velocities, there is a
average size. Following the approach of Richardson gradual transition from settled to fluidised bed. The
and Zaki [17],U can be determined from Eq. (1) for range of flow-rates that can be used in EBA must bet

the case where the particle Reynolds number Re, between the minimum fluidisation velocity (U ) ofp mf

0.2 [2]. The particle Reynolds number at the terminal the bed (i.e., of the largest supports) and theU of thet

settling velocity (Re ) of the support can then be smallest supports. TheU for beds of particles hast mf

calculated from Eq. (2) and used to decide which of been reviewed by many authors (see, for example,
Eqs. (3), (4) or (5) should be applied in order to Refs. [4,22,23]) and the correlation described in Eq.
determine the value of the expansion indexn from (8) for the Reynolds number at minimum fluidisation
the ratio ofd and column diameter (d ). (Re ) can be derived assuminǵ 50.418. Thep c mf o

Galileo number (Ga) is proportional to the terminal
U ? d ? rt p l Reynolds particle number [4] and can be determined
]]]Re 5 (2)t h from Eq. (9).

]]]]]]
25n 5 4.65119.5d /d Re , 0.2 (3) Œp c t s dRe 524.9? 116.713 10 ?Ga2 1mf,´50.418

20.03 (8)n 5 (4.35117.5d /d )Re 0.2,Re , 1 (4)p c t t

20.1 Ga5 18?Re (9)tn 5 (4.45118d /d )Re 1,Re , 500 (5)p c t t

EBA supports are generally assumed to be spheri- 3 .2. Liquid mixing and dispersion in fluidised beds
cal and in the majority of cases to have a diameter
much less than that of the column (d /d ,0.01) In a classified fluidised bed, mixing of ‘‘loaded’’p c

where wall effects (i.e., a velocity gradient created adsorbent particles with ‘‘unloaded’’ ones is re-
by drag exerted by the walls) are not significant stricted. However, chromatographic performance
[17,21] and to have values of Re,0.2 where may also be affected by axial mixing of the liquid.t

laminar liquid flow around the particle occurs. Thus Axial mixing in EBA columns is often characterised
n is essentially independent ofd /d and a value ofn using the tanks-in-series or dispersion models to fitp c

close to 4.65 is often predicted. Then-index can be experimentally obtained data from the residence time
substituted into Eq. (6) to determine the relationship distribution (RTD) of a tracer. Following the step-
between bed voidage (´), the interstitial fluid velocity wise or pulse addition of tracer to the fluidised bed,
(U ) and superficial fluidising velocity (U ). The the concentration profile at the outlet is measured.i

fluidised bed height can then be predicted from Eq. The dispersion model uses a single parameter to
(7) assuming a settled bed voidage (´ ) of 0.418 describe mixing, which is termed the vessel disper-o

[21]. sion number,D /(U ?H ); where D is the axialaxl i axl

dispersion coefficient and describes the degree ofnU 5U ? ´ (6)t mixing in the direction of flow through the column,
U is the interstitial fluid velocity (U 5U /´) and Hi i(12´ )H o

] ]]]5 (7) is the height of the expanded bed. The vesselH (12´)o dispersion number relates convective transport of
To test the validity of the Richardson–Zaki correla- liquid to dispersion and is used to describe the
tion, Eqs. (6) and (7) can be fitted to experimental influence of axial mixing on the performance of the
data. Furthermore,U and n can be determined whole fluidised bed set-up [6,20,21]. Using a nega-t

experimentally from bed expansion data by finding tive step input of tracer, a short-cut method can be
the slope (n) and y-intercept (U ) of a logU versus used with the dispersion model when the vesselt

log ´ plot [1,8,17]. Under a specific set of conditions dispersion number is low (i.e.,D /(U ?H ), |axl i

for a given support,n is independent of voidage. 0.01). At such small extents of dispersion, the
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boundary conditions (i.e., open or closed) imposed 84th percentile of the F-curve [24]. Under these
on the vessel have little impact on the shape of the conditions the tanks-in-series and dispersion models
tracer curve and a Gaussian approximation for the can be coupled through Eqs. (10), (11) and (13)
RTD can be assumed [20,24]. The dimensionless [20,24,26].

2variance (s ) can be calculated from Eq. (10) andu 2tused in Eq. (11) to determine the vessel dispersion m
]N 5 (13)2number. If there is a large deviation from plug flow s

(D /(U ?H ). |0.01), i.e., the tracer response isaxl i The use of pore-penetrating tracers such as ace-broad and spreads as it slowly passes the measure-
tone can be expected to cause lengthening of the tailment point giving an asymmetric response [20], the
of the RTD curve [24], leading to band broadening.assumptions made in the use of the short-cut method
Thus a higher residence time and greater varianceare no longer valid. Closed boundary conditions
due to the diffusion of the tracer in the support poresmust therefore be used (i.e., it is assumed that the
[14] can be expected when compared to non-penet-flow pattern at the inlet and outlet is different to that
rating tracers. However, by using a pellicular supportwithin the EBA column) and Eq. (12) chosen to
having a very thin agarose layer, and a small rapidlydetermine the vessel dispersion number. Use of Eq.
diffusing tracer such as acetone, the effect of pore(12) requires that the so-called F-curve resulting
diffusion on the values ofD and N determined inaxlfrom a step change in tracer concentration be dif-
the bulk fluid can be reduced. In contrast, theferentiated to yield the corresponding C-pulse curve
dominance of the diffusive effects of larger tracers[20]. The C-pulse curve is then normalised to unity
such as proteins, would be expected to lead to aand the first and second moments determined to give

2 significant increase in the value found for HETP asthe mean residence time (t ) and the variance (s ),m U is raised [14].2respectively [20,25] which can be used to givesu

according to Eq. (10) and which can in turn be used
in Eq. (12) to yield the vessel dispersion number.

4 . Results and discussion
2

s2 ]s 5 (10)u 2 4 .1. Support propertiestm

D The physical properties of the supports wereaxl2 ]]s 5 2 ? (11)S Du U ?H determined prior to examining their fluidisationi

behaviour. The measured size distributions show that
2D Daxl axl2 the mean diameters of the prototypes lay between]] ]]s 5 2 ? 22 ?S D S Du U ?H U ?H 32.3 and 37.3mm (Table 1), whereas those for thei i

U ?H commercial materials were|143 and 175mm fori
]2S DDS D? 12´ (12)axl STREAMLINE and UFC adsorbents, respectively.

Representative size distribution profiles are shown in
The tanks-in-series model also uses one parameter, Fig. 1 and were, in general, asymmetric bell shapes

the number of theoretical plates,N, to describe except for support p-4 (Fig. 1b). Some prototype
mixing. From a negative step input of tracer,t and particles were not spherical and between 8 and 46%m

the standard deviation (s) are determined [2,19,20], of the populations had more than one core, resulting
which in turn can be used to calculateN, from Eq. in an ovoid shape and a variable ratio of core to
(13). The height equivalent to a theoretical plate, agarose volume (Fig. 2a). In addition, supports
HETP can subsequently be determined (HETP5H / containing a single stainless steel bead, also pos-
N). As the values ofN increase, the RTD curves sessed an agarose layer depth which varied from
become increasingly symmetrical and a short cut particle to particle (Fig. 2b–d). By measuring the
method can also be used with the tanks-in-series percentage of the support volume occupied by the
model, where 2s is determined from the 16th and core and by assuming densities of 1020 and 7800 kg
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Table 1
Fluidisation properties of prototype and commercial supports in a 1-cm diameter Fastline� column

b c dSupport Support and Support diameter Support StokesU Richardson–Zaki Experimentalt
acode batch number distribution and mean density range and mean

23 21(mm) (kg m ) (cm h ) n Re Re n U Ret mf t t
21(cm h )

p-1 p-no ligand 28–44 37.3 3960 455–1123 807 4.72 0.083 0.001 5.62 784 0.080

61374J

p-2 p-DEAE 26–46 34.1 4330 441–1380 759 4.72 0.072 0.001 5.81 760 0.071

61581J

p-3 p-dexDEAE 26–42 32.3 4780 501–1306 773 4.71 0.069 0.001 5.66 832 0.073

61635J

p-4 p-PEI 18–50 34.8 4250 206–1592 771 4.72 0.074 0.001 5.02 685 0.066

61474J
e eU-1 UFC-DEAE 100–300 200 1380 748–6728 2990 4.76 1.66 0.025 6.12 4594 2.4

DEFD002

U-2 UFC-PEI 110–300 174.6 1520 1236–9196 3115 4.77 1.5 0.023 6.16 5669 2.6

IOFD003

S-1 STREAMLINE 70–300 142.7 1150 145–2675 605 5.11 0.24 0.004 6.10 1221 0.48

DEAE 277891

S-2 STREAMLINE 70–260 142.5 1150 145–2009 604 5.11 0.24 0.004 6.55 2005 0.76

QXL 277048

a p- denotes prototype support, other supports are commercially available.
b 21 21 23Calculated from Eq. (1) assumingh50.001002 kg m s andr 5998.2 kg m for water at room temperature.l
c Using Eqs. (1), (2–5), (8) and (9) and mean diameter and average support densities.
d Derived from Fig. 3b.
e Manufacturer’s specifications.

23m for agarose and steel, respectively, it was found ports were determined using Eqs. (1), (2)–(5) and
23that the density approached 6640 kg m for certain (8)–(9) and are listed in Table 1. TheU values fort

adsorbent particles (see, for example, Fig. 2b), i.e., each batch were predicted using Eq. (1) and the Ret

those encased in a very thin agarose layer, whereas for the prototypes were between 0.069 and 0.083,
large adsorbents containing small cores possessed resulting inn-index values of |4.72. The Remf

23densities of less than 3000 kg m in some cases values were 0.001 (Table 1) suggesting that superfi-
21(Fig. 2c). The average density of the prototype cial fluid velocities greater than|12 cm h were

adsorbents was measured to be between 3960 and necessary for fluidisation of these materials. The
234780 kg m (Table 1). Although the ratios between expected bed heights and folds of expansion for the

largest and smallest diameter of each prototype were p-2, U-1 and S-1 matrices were determined using
less than 2.2 (except for p-4), the wide distribution of Eqs. (6) and (7) and gave the series of lines shown
densities leads to ratios of the minimum fluidisation in Fig. 3a. The experimentally determined data for
velocities greater than 2, indicating that the supports expansion of both the prototype and commercial
can be expected to form a classified fluidised bed adsorbents are also presented in Fig. 3a.
when expanded [4]. The different size and density The observed expansion of the prototype matrices
distributions of the prototypes reflect that they were was|1.5–3-fold at superficial fluid velocities be-

21produced from different batches of underivatised tween|50 and 250 cm h (Fig. 3a). There were
supports. For the commercial materials, densities only small differences between the prototypes, how-
similar to those provided by the manufacturer were ever the results indicate that expansion followed the
recorded. order: p-2.p-45p-1.p-3. Although this may sug-

gest that the variation in size and density distribu-
4 .2. Bed expansion tions had a small effect on the fluidisation properties,

it is difficult to draw any correlation with the
The theoretical fluidisation properties of the sup- physical characteristics presented in Table 1. Fur-
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Fig. 1. Support size distribution profiles for: (a) p-2; (b) p-4; (c) U-2; (d) S-1. In each case between 260 and 460 particles were counted.

thermore, although the supports were variously de-
rivatised, a specific study using the same original
batch of particles would be required to conclude
what role the ligands play in fluidisation behaviour.
The Richardson–Zaki correlation predicted lower
expansion for the prototypes than that which was
observed, whereas for the STREAMLINE supports
the reverse was seen (Fig. 3a). The closest fit of
theoretical to experimental data was obtained with
the UFC supports.

In light of the discrepancy between the model and
experimentally obtained expansion curves, the data
from Fig. 3a were replotted (Fig. 3b) to calculate the
values of the expansion indexn and U for eacht

support. From the results presented in Table 1, it is
Fig. 2. Light micrograph of the p-2 support at320 magnification: apparent that for all the prototypes, the experimental-
(a) Bi-cored support, (b) large single-cored support with ultra-thin ly determinedn-index value (5.02–5.81) was higher
agarose layer, (c) large support with thick agarose layer and small

than that predicted (4.72) using Eq. (3) and that thecore, (d) small support with thin agarose layer. Approximate
23 values for the prototype adsorbents were slightlydensities are (kg m ): 3410, 6640, 2280 and 4000 for a, b, c and

d, respectively. lower than those for the 100–300mm commercial
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from that predicted by the Richardson–Zaki correla-
tion [5,8,27,28]. For example, Karau et al. [5] found
that the experimentally determinedn value increased
from 4.9 to 5.5 as the size of DEAE-linked supports
was reduced from 250–300 to 120–160mm. Further-
more, the calculatedU for the 120–160mm ad-t

21sorbent was much higher (1326 cm h ) than that
21obtained experimentally (654 cm h ). The authors

speculated on support agglomeration as the cause for
these disparities. In the current work, agglomeration
was not observed and it is difficult to determine the
precise reason for the discrepancy between the
predicted and observed bed expansion. However, it is
likely that a number of factors act in concert and
three possibilities have been identified: (i) support
size and density distribution; (ii) support shape and
(iii) the method of fluid distribution.

The differences in density of particles within the
same batch of prototypes, combined with an
asymmetric size distribution (see Fig. 1), could lead
to skewing of the terminal settling velocities in theFig. 3. (a) Comparison of data for bed expansion versus superfi-
support population. As flow-rate was increased, acial linear fluid velocity determined using the Richardson–Zaki

correlation (lines) and experimentally obtained (symbols). bed with a support population having larger numbers
Prototype matrices: (j) p-1, H 56 cm; (h, —) p-2, H 55.25o o of small or less dense particles (Figs. 1b and 2)
cm; (m) p-3, H 56.1 cm; (n) p-4, H 55.5 cm. Commercialo o would expand more than expected from measure-matrices: (d, - - -) U-1, H 56.6 cm; (s) U-2, H 55.2 cm; (♦ ,o o

ments of average size and density and the assump-– .. – .. –) S-1,H 55.45 cm; (�) S-2, H 55.6 cm. (b) Ex-o o

tion of a bell-shaped distribution, and would there-perimental expansion data from (a) re-plotted to allow determi-
nation of slope (n-index) andy intercept (U ); same symbols apply fore give a highern value than predicted.t

as those used in (a). Finette et al. [8] found that the non-spherical
shape of EBA supports (40–63mm diameter par-

supports (6.10–6.55). Despite the fact that the ticles) resulted in a higher experimentally determined
prototype supports expand to a greater extent than n-index (5.28) than that predicted using the
the commercial ones due to a lowerU , their lowern Richardson–Zaki correlation (4.8). These workerst

value indicates that they expand proportionately less also reported deviations of 20–50% between the
as flow-rate is increased than the commercial materi- theoretical and experimentally derivedU values. Int

als. The experimentally determinedU and Re of the the current work, between 8 and 46% of thet t

prototype adsorbents were within 12% of the theoret- prototype support population had more than one core
ical values (Table 1). However, the experimentally particle, leading to non-spherical (typically ellipsoid)
determinedU values for the commercial supports shapes. In all cases the observed value ofn wast

were much higher than those predicted from Eq. (1), higher than that predicted from the Richardson–Zaki
but were within the range expected from the mini- correlation (Table 1) which is consistent with the
mum and maximum support diameters. results of Finette et al. [8] and also with the

The above results indicate that the Richardson– conclusion of Di Felice [29] that the experimentally
Zaki correlation does not adequately forecast the determined value ofn is always greater for irregular
fluidisation behaviour of the EBA matrices in the particles than that for spheres. A direct quantitative
experimental system used in this work. A number of relation to the shape factor is still lacking [29].
other workers have also reported values for the The importance of a plate in ensuring even fluid
expansion indexn for EBA supports which vary distribution is well known, but according to Di
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Felice [29] the effect of the distributor on bed findn andU for the combination of support, columnt

expansion and fluidisation quality has never been and feedstock to be used. Taken together with the
systematically studied. The EBA column employed above discussion, this implies that there is a lack of
in the experiments presented here uses a localised validity inherent in the assumptions made in using
stirring zone to distribute fluid [18]. Turbulence from the Richardson–Zaki correlation for the setup used in
the distributor could be expected to cause deviations this work and for EBA generally. According to
from plug flow leading to channeling and fluid jet Al-Dibouni and Garside [3], the average characteris-
streams which may reduce expansion. Conversely, tic approach cannot be used for ratios of smallest to
the stirring used could lead to increased voidage in largest particle greater than 1.3 given that stratifica-
the column bottom. The bed would therefore expand tion occurs during fluidisation. Furthermore, there is
to a greater extent than predicted from the a balance between the mixing effects attributable to
Richardson–Zaki correlation, as was observed (Fig. axial dispersion and the segregating effect of the
3a). Evidence for a complex effect on fluidisation of particles [4]. Further work to examine, validate and
the distributor was seen in the current work when eventually extend alternative models such as the
expansion curves with different bed heights were ‘‘beds-in-series’’ approach [2,3,31] for EBA systems
conducted in 0.1M Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7. It was using supports of varying shape and columns with
observed that increasing the settled bed height from non-ideal fluid distributors should be pursued.
6.3 to 10 cm exerted little impact on the expansion

21curve of support p-1 (U 5646 and 653 cm h , andt

n55.03 and 5.2, respectively). However, lowering 4 .3. Residence time distribution studies
the settled bed height to 3.7 cm, markedly reduced
the degree of expansion, consistent with poor fluid The fluidisation studies showed that the distributor
distribution and channeling, andU rose to 805 cm had an effect on expansion of the matrix, particularlyt
21h . Furthermore, the value forn rose to 5.4, which at settled bed heights below 6 cm; however, the

would normally be consistent with better fluid flow implication of the stirring on the amount of axial
through the bed. In this case it may reflect an dispersion in the column was unclear. RTD studies
increase in turbulence, causing the bed to expand were therefore undertaken to determine whether the
proportionately more would be expected. The finding numbers of theoretical plates developed by small
that a higher settled bed resulted in better expansion amounts of the support (|6 cm settled bed) were
of the support can be explained by a suggestion put sufficient for a small-scale EBA process applicable
forward by De Luca et al. [28]. The lower part of the to rapid screening purposes. The residence time
bed is believed to act as a fluid distributor which also distribution of a negative step input of acetone tracer
dampens turbulence and any channeling caused by was used to calculateD using Eq. (12), given thataxl

the actual distributor. Therefore, with a higher the vessel dispersion numbers were in all cases
amount of settled adsorbent, the proportion of the greater than or equal to 0.01 [20].
bed experiencing good fluid flow increases. Fig. 4a shows the effect of increasing interstitial

The STREAMLINE supports expanded much less fluid velocity on axial dispersion within expanded
than expected based on theoretical calculations using beds of prototype adsorbents. For all supports tested,
the measured size and density (Fig. 3a), although the a clear tendency forD to rise in response toaxl

21experimentalU values (1221 and 2005 cm h for increases inU was observed. The trend was essen-t i

S-1 and S-2, respectively) were similar to those tially proportional, except for support p-1. Apparent-
reported by other workers using STREAMLINE ly conflicting information was obtained from plots of

21adsorbents (between|600 and|1600 cm h ; see, N (Fig. 4b) against superficial linear fluid velocity.N
for example, Refs. [5,6,28,30]). was seen to increase gradually, reaching.40 plates

21In biotechnology, values ofn andU predicted by at a linear fluid velocity of 340 cm h , suggestingt

the Richardson–Zaki correlation are widely quoted that overall column performance was improved at the
(see, for example, Refs. [1,2,6,8,27]) even though highest fluid velocities. However HETP increased for
many workers subsequently use experimental data to all supports over the same range of flow-rates
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given that separation can only occur when species
interact with matrix particles and not within the

˚surrounding liquid Palsson et al. [14] argued that it
was incorrect to assign plates arising from the void
between particles to the matrix. In view of this,
P̊alsson et al. [14] introduced the parameters HETPEB

andN , which relate HETP andN to the settled bedEB

height according to Eqs. (14) and (15):

2 2 2N 5 (H /s ) 5 (H /s ) /(H /H )EB o H H o

2
5N /(H /H ) (14)o

HETP 5H /N 5HETP? (H /H ) (15)EB o EB o

wheres is the standard deviation of the tracer inH

units of column length.
Factors affecting axial mixing in EBA are still not

well understood [26]; however, it is known that
protein adsorption in EBA columns is governed by
diffusive effects (pore and film mass transfer) as long
as the flow through the bed is of sufficient quality,
i.e., axial dispersion is low, and the mean residence
time of fluid in the bed is long. A more conventional
description of an EBA column is that the total
number of theoretical plates (Fig. 4b), which is
proportional to the value of the vessel dispersion
number (Eqs. (10)–(13)) measured using a rapidly
diffusing tracer such as acetone, reflects the mixing

Fig. 4. Hydrodynamic properties of the prototype supports. Rela- in the total column set-up of fluid and resin where
tionship between: (a) coefficient of axial dispersion and interstitial

the protein separation is to take place. Plate numberfluid velocity; (b) number of theoretical plates and superficial fluid
is a function of dispersed flow (D ) and convectivevelocity and (c) HETP and superficial fluid velocity. Symbols: (j) axl

p-1, H 56 cm; (h) p-2, H 55.9 cm; (m) p-3, H 56.1 cm; (n) flow (U ?H /´) [21] and increases inN can occur asUo o o

p-4, H 56.2 cm.o is raised if the dispersive contribution does not rise
proportionately to the convective flow. In the current

suggesting that ‘‘packing quality’’ was affected in work, the results forD (Fig. 4a) andN (Fig. 4b)axl

the bed (Fig. 4c). for supports p-2, p-3 and p-4 suggest that as fluid
˚A very recent study by Palsson et al. [14] compar- velocity is raised,D increases; however, theaxl

ing dispersion in packed and expanded beds revealed overall mixing in the complete column is reduced
similar contradictions to those observed in this work. due to the longer bed length. For support p-1
The authors concluded that the quantitiesN, HETP however, plate number decreases becauseD in-axl

and Bodenstein number (i.e., reciprocal of the vessel creases disproportionately to increases inU (Fig.i

dispersion number), send out misleading information 4a). In contrast to the effect ofU on HETP observed
when applied to expanded beds. They argued that the here, Yamamoto et al. [26] found that for EBA
conventional approach of using bed height and columns with STREAMLINE matrices, HETP was
residence time as a measure of the separation between 0.8 and 1.5 cm and did not significantly

21distance is not consistent with the operation of depend on the flow-rate (2 to|10 cm min ), settled
expanded beds, where the void fraction is strongly bed height (4.2–9.1 cm) or column diameter (1.6–
dependent on the fluid velocity applied. Moreover, 2.6 cm). This difference in the trend for HETP likely
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reflects the use of less turbulent fluid distribution in listed (STREAMLINE, fluoromodified zirconia and
the work of Yamamoto et al. [26] than in the current UFC). The HETP values determined for the small
work. steel-cored prototypes in this work were however

˚Previous workers have shown that a successful 2–3-fold higher than those reported by Palsson et al.
EBA process typically requires|30 theoretical [14] for a 32–75mm steel–agarose composite of
plates [2,19] and the results presented here (Table 2) similar density. This is most probably related to the

26indicate that the small amounts of support used gave higherD values (2–3.4310 compared to 1.63axl
26properties suitable for EBA. Table 2 collates disper- 10 ), which arise from the combination of a

sion data from the current study together with values localised stirring fluid distribution system used in the
reported by other workers using different expanded current work and the higher degree of bed expansion
bed support materials. Similar fluid velocities (i.e., (|3-fold compared to 2-fold) of the smaller matrix

21233–300 cm h ) were chosen for this comparison. particles.
The small stainless steel cored pellicular supports
described in the current work possess hydrodynamic

˚properties similar to those reported by Palsson et al. 5 . Conclusions
[13,14] for materials of like construction, but bigger
size, and are superior to all of the other adsorbents The Richardson–Zaki correlation is unsuitable for

Table 2
Comparison of dispersion data for the prototype adsorbents with other expanded bed supports

Support Column Tracer H H U D Reciprocal N HETP Refs.o axl
21 26diameter and (cm) (cm) (cm h ) (310 of vessel (cm)

a 2 21Type d r distributor m s ) dispersionp p
23(mm) (kg m ) number

p-1 28–44 3960 1 cm Acetone 6 17.9 237 3.4 43 32 0.81 This

LS work

p-2 26–46 4330 1 cm Acetone 5.9 18.1 233 2.0 71 36 0.50 This

LS work

p-3 26–42 4780 1 cm Acetone 6.1 18.5 246 2.36 66 34 0.55 This

LS work

p-4 18–50 4250 1 cm Acetone 6.2 20.9 274 2.62 74 37 0.56 This

LS work

Steel /agarose 32–75 4400 1 cm sintered BSA 6.1 12.2 248 1.6 76 38 0.32 [14]

plastic filter

STREAMLINE 80–165 1300 1 cm sintered BSA 5.9 11.8 264 3.1 37 18 0.64 [14]

prot.A plastic filter

STREAMLINE 100–300 na 2.5 cm plate Acetone 15 42 300 na na 50–70 0.84–0.6 [19]

DEAE and mesh

STREAMLINE 100–300 na 60 cm plate Acetone 15 45 300 na na 35–50 1.3–0.9 [19]

DEAE and mesh
b bzirconia 38–75 2800 2.5 cm plate Sodium 9.3 18.6 257 na 17 8.5 2.2 [32]

and mesh nitrite

STREAMLINE 100–300 1184 5 cm plate Acetone 10 20 300 6.35 37 19 1.05 [30]

SP and mesh

STREAMLINE 100–300 1300 2.5 cm plate Acetone 15.3 39 300 88.3 36.4 18.7 2.11 [25]

SP XL and mesh

UFC DEAE 100–300 1300–1500 2 cm Acetone 22 44 300 na na 45 1.0 [18]

LS

LS, localised stirring fluid distributor; na, not available.
a Studies conducted with water except for: 100 mM phosphate [14]; 50 mM Tris–HCl [19]; 50 mM MES 100 mM NaF [32]; and 100 mM

acetate [30].
b Calculated assuming: reciprocal of vessel dispersion number52N (see Eqs. (10)–(13)).
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predicting the fluidisation behaviour of the ex- s standard deviation of tracer residence
perimental set-up used in this work and for EBA in time (s)

2 2general, given that the assumptions regarding supports variance of tracer residence time (s )
and column properties are not valid. Reducing the s standard deviation of tracer in the unitsH

diameter of support particles to a range between 18 of column length (m)
2and 50 mm while increasing the density using a s dimensionless variance of traceru

stainless steel core material, results in EBA ad-
sorbents with hydrodynamic properties that are sig-
nificantly enhanced compared with much larger
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